


Friendly Norms

● Please keep yourself muted unless you are speaking
● Post questions in the chat
● There will be a Q & A at the end
● Meeting will be 1-hour
● Thank you for joining us!
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Say             hello in chat!
Where are you joining us from?

Locate the 
chat feature.





2024 Session II
Every Thursday

3/21 - 5/19

2024 Session III
Every Thursday

5/30 - 7/25 (skip 7/4)

2024 Session IV
Every Thursday

8/1-9/26 (skip 8/22)

2024 GOTV Session
10/3-10/24
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Let’s Get Started!
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What is messaging?

Messaging is how we 
SELL an issue, policy, or 
candidate and connect 
with our target audience.



Words matter
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Frames are mental structures that 
shape the way we see the world.

When you hear a word its frame is 
activated in your brain.

The more you hear a word the 
stronger the frame gets.

Control your words
=

Control the narrative
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Strict Father 
(Conservatives)
● Authority and hierarchy

● Individual responsibility

● Empathy for your in-group

● Success is earned

Nurturant 
(Progressives)

● Care about everyone

● Responsibility to ourselves 
and those around us

● Empathy for everyone

● Cooperation

The Two Moral Models
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Strict Father 
(Conservatives)
● Authority and hierarchy

● Individual responsibility

● Empathy for your in-group

● Success is earned

Speak from who you are
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Nurturant 
(Progressives)

● Care about everyone

● Responsibility to ourselves 
and those around us

● Empathy for everyone

● Cooperation

Speak from who you are
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Connecting with frames connects emotion
The right words can trigger frames that can evoke emotions.

Many times the GOP will focus on the “harms and horrors” 
narrative, using words like radical, socialist, invasion, 
indoctrinate.

The opposite is also true, using words that connect with positive 
frames can be just as powerful.
Obama with HOPE, “Soul of the nation”, Build Back Better 
worked in the Biden Harris campaign.
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Know Your 
“TARGET” Audience
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Persuadables

● Thinks about politics 4 minutes a week.

● Tend to know the least about issues, candidates, 

legislation, and the political process.

● Looking for community, identity, safety

● Seeks trust in leadership
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Persuadables

● Start with what you agree on (taxes are unfair, gas 

prices are too high, etc.)

● Connect on the shared values you agree on

● Never imply they are wrong

● Listen

● Focus on what will motivate them to VOTE!
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The Basics
● Use your own language, never the opponents
● Know your beliefs and repeat it over and over
● Never repeat ideas you do not believe in
● Be positive
● Be authentic
● Use imagery
● Say it simply
● Tell your story, connect it to your values
● Speak what you are for not against



Living Room Issues
Politics is walks into our homes, 
our pocket books, our bodies. It is 
not theoretical. It is very real day 
to day life. Speak to that.

“I was able to change jobs with 
my pre-existing condition 
because Democrats saved the 
ACA.”

“My student loan debt will be 
forgiven because Biden expanded 
public service loan forgiveness.”
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“We need to sell the brownie, 
not the recipe”
Credit: Anat Shenker-Osorio 
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Storytelling

The use of storytelling in messaging:
Irrefutable
Emotional
Connects to values
Progressive or conservative
Can create fact out of fiction

Most importantly it build TRUST!



23Anat Shenker-Osorio

Messaging Sandwich
Address a problem between two positives. 



Messaging Sandwich
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● Shared Value
○ We can agree…
○ Most of us believe…
○ No matter our...
○ Most of us…
○ Regardless of where you come from…

● Problem
○ Politicians try to divide us…
○ For too long a powerful few...

● Solution
○ Join us…
○ By coming together...
○ We need to pick leaders who…
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Messaging Now
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Current Strengths for Democrats
● Abortion

● Economy

● Healthcare

● Social Security

● Climate & Energy
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Messaging in Biden’s State of the Union
● Core messaging

○ Honesty. Decency. Dignity. Equality. To give hate no safe harbor.

○ Defending democracy. Expanding our freedoms. Middle class 
Americans have a fair shot. And the wealthy pay their fair share.

● Abortion

○ Like most Americans I believe Roe v Wade got it right.

○ If you send me a Congress I will restore Roe v Wade as
the law of the land again.

○ You are about to realize how much political and
electoral power women have.
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● Economy
○ Build an economy middle out and bottom up, not the top down.
○ Make the wealthy pay their fair share.
○ It takes time but Americans are starting to feel it.

● Healthcare
○ The Affordable Care Act is still a very big deal. 
○ Cap prescription prices to $2000 for everyone.

● Social Security
○ Anyone who tries to cut social security or raise

the retirement age I will stop you.
● Climate & Energy

○ Confront the climate crisis, not denying it.
○ The Biden Administration is taking the most

significant climate action in the history of the world.

Messaging in Biden’s State of the Union
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Speaking to our strengths
In political messaging 
there is punching and 
counterpunching.

We are winning. We are 
punching.

Let’s look at how we won 
in the 2022 midterms.
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Most effective messaging on abortion came from Sen. Fetterman.

Frame- Bodily autonomy, protecting rights.

Most effective messaging on abortion when speaking to swing voters is 
to frame is as “guaranteeing reproductive health coverage as part of all 
health coverage.”

Winning Messaging- Abortion
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Most effective messaging on economy also came from Sen. Fetterman.

Frame- Competitiveness with other countries.

People are worried about inflation and jobs- say those words framed as 
being addressed by Inflation Reduction Act and the CHIPS Act.

Winning Messaging- Economy
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Frame- Lowering costs, invest in mental health.

Big legislative wins by Democrats to protect the ACA from Republican 
attempts to repeal it. Cap insulin to $35 for Medicare recipients.

Winning Messaging- Healthcare
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Voters overwhelmingly trust Democrats to protect Social Security and 
Medicare. Use those words over and over.

Frame: Democrats will protect and expand, Republicans will slash.

Hammer home that Democrats will protect Social Security and 
Medicare from Republican attempts to slash those benefits. 
Strengthening Social Security and Medicare will help Americans, 
particularly those most impacted by inflation.

Winning Messaging- Earned Benefits
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What works: Building new renewable energy sources.
What doesn’t work: Eliminating fossil fuels.
Frame: Affordability, economic benefits, domestic energy security

Winning Messaging- Climate

Democrats delivered historic climate wins. Say Their Names:
Infrastructure Investment in Jobs Act
Inflation Reduction Act
CHIPS Act
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Framing = team accomplishments

Values = Work, Teamwork, Patriotism, Joy 

Story = Recalling when we came together and won in 2020 
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www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com

Are you looking for a progressive political book club?

Our next book: 

Saving Democracy
by

David Pepper

Starting
April 22nd!



www.buildingbridgesforamerica.com

Text to register voters NOW!

Building Bridges has 
partnered with Field 
Team Six to register 
voters in key states.

Sign up at the link on 
our website to get 
started texting on your 
own time. 

Thanks to your amazing response, we are now adding more states!
Now we are also texting into Florida, Alabama, and Tennessee.



Sign up for our bi-weekly newsletter:

buildingbridgesforamerica.com/joinus



https://secure.actblue.com/donate/bbfa

We’ve partnered with Field Team 6 to reach and 
register thousands of likely Democratic voters.

We have their addresses.

Now we need $15,000 to mail them the info they need 
to register and Send Their Vote Home.

THANK YOU!
Thanks to your donations 

our $1400 in operating 
costs are covered for 2024!

Donate $24 today!

Now help us register the
hardest to reach voters!
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Give us a follow on social media, 
@buildbridges4america!


